THE ALSD STUDENT JOURNAL

The STUDENT JOURNAL SOCIETY of AMITY LAW SCHOOL, DELHI is starting a bi-annual student-edited, peer-reviewed law journal titled “THE ALSD STUDENT JOURNAL”.

The journal aims to cater to the needs of the legal fraternity by providing interdisciplinary knowledge on legal issues. The student journal will focus on contemporary legal issues through manuscripts primarily submitted by students. Further, guest articles by eminent scholars and legal luminaries shall also be a regular feature of the journal. Though the journal shall be multi-disciplinary in approach, a certain section shall be dedicated to a specific law discipline for each issue of the journal.

CALL FOR MANUSCRIPTS

The journal welcomes submissions for Volume I Issue I to be published in April 2011. Though the issue shall be multi-disciplinary, it shall have a special focus on “Public International Law”. Though Public International Law shall remain the main focus for the first issue, it in no way discourages the authors to focus on contemporary law issues. Co-authorship is allowed upto a maximum of two authors. Manuscripts can be in the form of articles, essays, notes and case comments. The last date for submission is February 28, 2011. Submissions made after the last date shall be considered for the subsequent issues.

FORMATTING GUIDELINES

The body of the manuscript shall be in font size 12, Times New Roman, 1.5 line spacing.

The footnotes shall be in font size 10, Times New Roman, 1.0 line spacing.
Word Limit

Articles – 10,000 words

Essays – 6,000 words

Notes and Case comments – 3,000 words

The word limit mentioned hereinabove is exclusive of the footnotes.

In exceptional circumstances, if manuscripts exceed the word limit, their publication may be allowed subject to the discretion of the Editorial Board.

Citation

Citations must be done in the footnotes and conform to the Bluebook: A Uniform System of Citation (19th Edition) style.

Plagiarism

All manuscripts must be the original work of the authors and must not have been published or considered for publishing elsewhere.

SUBMISSION GUIDELINES

All manuscripts must be emailed to alsdjournal@gmail.com with the subject marked as “SUBMISSION FOR THE ALSD STUDENT JOURNAL”.

The submissions shall be made in the form of a Microsoft Word document (preferably 2003 or 2007 format).

All manuscripts must be preceded by a cover page containing the title of the manuscript, name of the author, year of study, course, college/university, and contact details. These details shall not be mentioned anywhere in the body of the manuscript.

The editorial board shall revert on each submission at the earliest.
EDITORIAL BOARD

Kshitiz Karjee  +91-9990-556-838
Sudipto Sircar  +91-9871-908-992
Anant Vijay Maria  +91-9868-058-452
Ritwika Sharma  +91-9810-156-772
Smriti Suresh  +91-9958-654-544

All queries shall be emailed to alsdjournal@gmail.com with the subject marked as “QUERY”.

All suggestions/feedbacks shall be emailed to alsdjournal@gmail.com with the subject marked as “FEEDBACK”.
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